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New Games and Technology Preview
The industry is gearing up for the Global Gaming Expo (G2E), an expansive exhibition
of new ideas and services. This year's show will include over 750 exhibitors, which means
an abundance of new games and products will be displayed. Indian Gaming magazine
spoke with several leading game manufacturers about the exciting games and products
they plan to unveil at G2E...

AC Coin & Slot
(609) 641-7811
www.ac-coin.com
G2E Booth #1857

“We're excited about all of the features these games offer. Each
one of them has a unique bonus event. The packages themselves are really complete and the overall synchronization of
events and lights makes them really exciting.”

At G2E 2006, AC Coin will showcase three
exciting new games: Double Spin™ Slotto®,
It's Raining Cash™ Slotto®, and The Big
Game Show Bonus™.
Double Spin Slotto will be available
in two different editions (both of which
are great for low denom slots). The first
is a 3-reel, 5-line multi-coin using IGT's
proven Triple Stars paytable. The
second is a 5-reel, 9-line multi-coin
using IGT's Double Diamond paytable.
The game also boasts an easy-to-play
flashing game board and an eye-catching Slotto ball tumbler. With its
proven paytables, improved Advanced
Slotto® bonus game and multidenom capability, Double Spin
Slotto will put a brand new spin
on slot fun at casinos across the
country!
It's Raining Cash Slotto will also
be available in a 3-reel, 5-line multicoin game using IGT's proven Triple
Stars paytable and a 5-reel, 9-line multicoin game using IGT's Double Diamond paytable. The game
also includes new low-maintenance Advanced Slotto technology that has been engineered to maximize playtime and
minimize downtime. It’s Raining Cash Slotto features a fun,
toe-tapping hit song, proven paytables and an all-new Slotto
bonus game sure to please slot managers and players alike.
The Big Game Show Bonus heralds the return of the Slotto
ball globe, legendary for delivering entertainment to players
and high WPU to casinos. This fun bonusing game also
features an easy-to-understand flashing game board and
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Jerald C. Seelig
Executive VP & General Mgr., AC Coin & Slot

low-maintenance Advanced Slotto technology. The Big Game
Show Bonus™ uses IGT's popular Double Diamond 5-reel,
9-line multi-coin paytable. The Big Game Show Bonus board
will have players lining up to join in as lights blink and music
plays and that's before the Slotto bonus round starts. The
combination of game show fun, with a crowd-gathering Slotto
top box and an upgraded IGT base game is sure to make The
Big Game Show Bonus a hit.
Each of these games also feature synchronized soft-white
LEDs behind the spinning reels and enhanced sound systems
to increase player excitement and faster credit roll-up to
decrease player wait time
between plays.

Atronic Americas
(800) 864-7670
www.atronic.com
G2E Booth #1377
At this year's Global Gaming Expo, Atronic will be unveiling an impressive range of new and exciting games and
concepts. They will introduce Atronic's newest linked video
slot concept, The Game of Life™ based on the highly
successful board game. King Kong Cash™, a brand-new
multi-level progressive, will also premier at this year's Global
Gaming Expo. In addition, Atronic will debut Passion Slots™
with two 5-level linked progressives, Treasure Hunter™
and Lady Orleans.
Also to be introduced are Hot Link™ and Mystery Magic™,
two new progressive concepts that are unique to Atronic and
a first in the industry. Hot Link, a symbol driven progressive
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“We are thrilled to introduce such a vast variety of new
gaming concepts at this year’s show. The Game of Life
and King Kong Cash are just two of our newest, highly

dramatic Alpha Elite V32 video
cabinet with a striking 32-inch
vertical touch-screen; the versatile
Alpha Elite V20/20 with twin
anticipated product releases.”
20-inch stacked LCD touchKen Bossingham
screens;
the Alpha Elite S9C,
VP of Sales & Marketing, Atronic Americas
featuring a 6.3-inch touch-screen
concept and Mystery Magic, a mystery
below the reels; and the all new
driven progressive concept, allow operators
Alpha Elite S9E stepper slot with
to select any Hot Link or Mystery Magic
20-inch LCD mounted in the top
capable title from Atronic's game library
box. In addition, Bally will once
and insert it into a compatible progresagain feature its highly popular
sive bank. All titles on either link will
CineVision™ 26-inch wide-screen,
provide unique rapid hot progressive
surround-sound cabinet.
paytables that will allow frequent
Each of these various cabinet
wins of the jackpot.
styles will house a wide assortAtronic will also debut a range of
ment of exciting new game titles
new eMillions™ game themes in a
running on Bally's much-heralded
penny denomination as well as
Alpha OS™ video gaming operate-motion™ Super Play™ titles.
ing system. Proven to be a hit with
eMillions is Atronic's award-winning
both operators and players alike,
nickel WAP link, which is distinthese games of fer impr oved
guished by life changing million
graphics, superior sound, multidollar and life altering million credit
denom and multi-percentage.
dual jackpots along with a unique
Bally will also showcase a sparkling group of unique
“Jackpot Re-Spins™ feature.
game concepts, including many new proprietary game
Lastly, Crimson Fire™, Atronic's
titles, such as Fireball Frenzy™, New York Gold™, Black
newest gaming concept, featuring 50 lines of play for
Velvet™, and Mystic Lamp™.
maximum player excitement, will be unveiled with many more
Bally will also have an expanded systems presence this
titles to come in the future.
year, showcasing technology from four distinct product
lines - Bally Casino Management Systems (CMS®), Bally
Slot Management Systems (SMS®), Bally Table
Management Systems (TMS™) and the new Bally Power
Bally Technologies
Bonusing™. Bally will display and demonstrate an array
(702) 896-7700
of advanced products for the global casino industry,
www.ballytech.com
including technology from the SDS® , ACSC™,
G2E Booth #1337
and MCC™. Additionally, Bally TMS will display a newly
released Power Winners integrated version of its
Bally Technologies, Inc. plans to showcase a broad array
of gaming products and technology at the upcoming Global Gaming Expo (G2E). As the Company “Bally is a great company with an incredible history of innovamoves toward its 75th Anniversary year in 2007, tion and success. I'm excited about our outstanding portfolio
the Bally display, featuring the “On Fire!” theme, of new products and systems technologies that will be
will also be ablaze with more than 100 unique showcased at this year's G2E show. The team here at Bally is
game titles.
The expansive exhibit space will feature the enthused and ready to demonstrate why Bally is truly 'on fire,'
unveiling of Bally's lineup of distinctive new as our G2E slogan says.”
cabinet styles offering gaming operators an
Gavin Isaacs
unprecedented level of flexibility. The Alpha
Exec. VP & COO, Bally Technologies
Elite™ series features a common base cabinet
progressive table management technology as well as
designed to make it easy for operators to switch back and
TableView™, TMS.Bacc™ and the exciting new Blazing
forth between a reel-spinner and a video slot. This remarkTwenty-One™ game.
able variety of cabinet configurations will include the
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Cadillac Jack

IGT

(918) 254-2161
www.cadillacjack.com
G2E Booth #2383

(800) 688-7890
www.igt.com
G2E Booth #915

At G2E 2006, Cadillac Jack will
unveil its exciting portfolio of
new products and technologies
including multi-denomination games, a new Wide
Area Progressive system
named Cadillac Cash, and
the company's new Vision
Yi e l d M a n a g e m e n t
system. Cadillac Jack will
also feature a variety of
new video and mechanical reel game themes for the Class
II and Class III/compact markets, as well as new international
games for the Mexican and Latin American marketplaces.
Cadillac Cash, the company's new Wide Area Progressive,
will be showcased at G2E. Multiple game themes, including
popular titles Dr. StrangeLuck, Rock Paper Scissors, and
Lusty Devil, will be linked throughout multiple sites to offer
players a high earning jackpot that is paid instantly.

The centerpiece of
IGT's booth at G2E 2006
will be its “sb™ casino,”
showcasing unique serverbased gaming player and
tournament applications
and download demonstrations. IGT's Advanced
Video Platform (AVP®)
machine will serve as the
portal for all the serverbased gaming possibilities
that will be on display.
IGT will feature M-P Series™ multi-player concepts for
roulette and baccarat; the AVP® widescreen product; a new
slant-top AVP machine with digital top glass and a dual LCD;
slant-top 3-reel and 5-reel multi-line games; new video slot
themes including Wolf Run™, Abracadabra™, Ocean Pearl™
and Super Happy Fortune Cat™; and proven 3-, 4- and 5-reel
slot themes.
The MegaJackpots® product line will be
“We are excited to introduce our new technology and products to
represented by the new Wheel of Fortune®
our customers at this year's G2E. The company's new Wide Area
and Indiana Jones™ AVP widescreen Multi
Progressive, Cadillac Cash, and the Vision Yield Management system, Level Progressives, The Price is Right® Cliff
along with enhancements to our gaming platform, will continue to
Hangers™ multi-player product, the new
Red Hot Jackpots™ Multi Level Progressive,
drive our customers to new levels of profitability.”
Greg Gronau and Star Wars™ The Empire Strikes Back™
President, Cadillac Jack and Star Wars™ Rebel Assault™ video slots.
New video poker themes will include GuarCadillac Jack's new Vision Yield Management system allows
anteed
Play
Poker
(a unique approach to packaging poker
casino operators to maximize their profit based upon actual
which
allows
the
player
to purchase a block of hands for a fixed
business analytics. This new web-based, predictive analysis tool,
Thing
Poker™,
Opponent Poker™, Big Times
price),
Wild
designed to work seamlessly with Cadillac Jack's server-based
Pay™
and
Super
Triple
Play™.
New Barcrest USA game titles
systems, analyzes slot machine performance over a period of
will
be
Triple
Top
Dollar™,
Blue
Blazes™, Reel Hot Poker™,
time to help determine the most efficient and profitable point
Anything
But
Six™
and
Red
Hottie™.
at which to make theme changes, thus maximizing
profitability on the slot floor.
“We'll unveil the new M-P (Multi-Player) Series, an
The company will showcase its newest video and abundance of new 5-reel, 20-line slot themes, and the new
mechanical reel games for the Class III/compact gaming markets. Based upon Cadillac Jack's server-based AVP widescreen machine. G2E 2006 will be a turning point
game technology, the company's games are able to for the casino industry, and IGT will be in the forefront.”
quickly and easily transform from a Class II game to
Steve Morro
Class III/compact game format right on the casino floor.
Steve Morro, President of IGT's Gaming Division
Multi-denom games will also be presented on
Cadillac Jack's most popular game themes, allowing the
IGT will display the new Table iD™ product - which incorplayer to select the denomination upon which to place their
porates technology of Progressive Gaming International
wagers. In addition, Cadillac Jack will feature its new series of
Corporation and Shuffle Master, Inc. – for blackjack and miniLatin-style Bingo games and Spanish language electronic video
baccarat, including table promotions applications; the IGT
bingo games for the Mexican and Latin American markets.
Advantage™ System suite of products; Advantage Bonusing
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capabilities and the NexGen™ multimedia player tracking
panel which will showcase IGT's new Bonus Delivery Games;
the Visual Slot Performance™ and Mobile Data Access™ tools;
and the IGT Advantage Club Kiosk which allows players to
access their own Advantage Patron Management data to easily
convert points and promo awards balances to comps and vouchers. There will be demonstrations of the Guaranteed Play
feature and its interface with EZ Pay® purchase tickets, and a
special area will be devoted to the extensive WagerWorks game
library which includes Monopoly Here and Now, Wheel of
Fortune® Triple Action Frenzy™, Double Bonus Spin Roulette
- Player's Suite™, The $50,000 Pyramid™ and Cleopatra®.

quality and HD video scenes, particle effects, bump pays,
scatter pays, free games, multipliers, bonus rounds, multi-tier
progressives, proven math models and downloadable game
technology make UGP games a smart choice for casinos.
The UGP is designed to meet GLI-11, 12 & 21, supports
Class-III as well as Class-II games and will be available in
1Q2007.

Planet Bingo
(760) 773-0197
www.planetbingo.com
www.melange-inc.com
G2E Booth #573

Nova Gaming, LLC
(864) 220-3775
www.novagaming.net
G2E Booth #2723
Nova Gaming introduces cutting edge technologies with the release of the Reeless Slot™
Series. The first Reeless Slot Series games
(Just Chillin™ and Busy Beaver™) are
based on patented game play (patent
pending) and utilize a 3-D world where
symbols are presented in a continuous
stream throughout various paths. Symbols
stop in formations that are easily recognizable to players, yet completely different
from any other game on the market.
Housed in Nova's TrimCab™ slim
line/space saving cabinet, the brand
new Ultimate Gaming Platform
(UGP™) provides ultra-high frame
rates, ultra-high resolutions (up to
2048 x 1526) as well as ultra-fidelity
stereo sounds. Real physics modeling, 3D interactive worlds, broadcast
“With our continued development of enhanced
high-end graphics game themes, along with the
addition of multi-tiered progressives, we are looking
forward to continuing to grow our business through
great technology. We are excited to introduce our
Class III server-based games in the first quarter of
2007 and further our growth through our relationships with our Native American customers. The year
2007 will be an exciting one for Nova!”
Michael Fletcher
CEO, Nova Gaming
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Planet Bingo™ will be showcasing the PhD™ and The
EPIC System at G2E this year. Planet Bingo has introduced
an exciting new integration for its popular PhD
portable color handheld
device, giving operators
the ability to load the
unit seamlessly through
EPIC's point-of-sale.
This easy to use interface provides a single
point-of-sale to perform
all sales, player tracking, unit loading, and reporting from one
integrated solution. Increased security, efficient load times,
and MICS compliancy are just some of the benefits. The new
“As a result of our recent acquisition of
Melange, we are proud to offer the industry a
never before seen level of service by providing
complete and total end-to-end bingo
solutions."
Rick White
President, Planet Bingo

integration of EPIC with PhD provides for credit card
processing, real time casino player tracking gateways, and
comprehensive reporting.
Further enhancements to the PhD integrate VIPick'ems
(electronically stored sets of Do-It-Yourself/U-Pick)
numbers along with the popular and profitable Melange
Super Games. The PhD plays a variety of other incremental revenue generating pari-mutuel, class II, and linked
games such as MPBingo®, which offers players a chance at
five additional progressive prizes on top of the regular hall
prize; Gem Hunt™ wireless electronic speed bingo with five
progressive player-funded jackpots; and themed Quick
Play™ bingo games.
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VGT

WMS Gaming

(800) 961-2228
www.vgt.net
G2E Booth #3543

(702) 257-7020
www.wmsgaming.com
G2E Booth #1357

As a leading provider of Class II and
central determinant games for the
Oklahoma market, Video Gaming
Technologies is using the 2006
Global Gaming Expo to build upon
a truly remarkable run of success.
The #1 company on the 2005 Inc.
500 list, VGT has also been recognized with an Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year award in the
Southeast Region of the United
States, and as the three-time
Vendor of the Year by the Oklahoma
Indian Gaming Association.
Using G2E to meet new customers and reconnect with established ones, VGT will add to their
series of top performing Live Call
Bingo™ games with several exciting new titles for Class II and
emerging markets. With these new
“Once again, VGT will raise the bar at G2E with
exciting and innovative new games that will
make a lasting impression.”
Aaron Rubin
Director of Marketing, VGT

titles, VGT brings new gaming excitement to a proven,
profitable platform. New title highlights include: Crazy
Billions and Greenback Jack, 3-reel, central determinant
mechanical game products that feature VGT's patent pending “add a reel” feature; Ruby's Night Out and Jewel's
Dream, two new 3-reel mechanical, 3-line products for
Class II and other bingo markets; and exciting new products for the Mexican bingo market and charitable bingo
operators.
In addition to new games, VGT will also preview the
most recent version of PGI's CasinoLink™ Casino
Management System. The newest version of this proven
program has been specially tailored to meet the needs of
both Class II operators and casinos that use a blend of
central determinant games and traditional slots at significantly lower costs than traditional Class III solutions. VGT
is excited to be the exclusive provider of CasinoLink in many
Class II and emerging gaming markets, and will use G2E
to offer customers this exciting new product.
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By embracing their past
and using their portfolio of
successful games and
pioneering technologies
as a platform, WMS is
charging its way into
the future of gaming.
Five years ago, WMS
formulated a threepart Technology
Plan and now
the final phase
of innovation
will be seen at
this year's G2E
booth.
Using server-based technology, WMS' Monopoly Big
Event provides table game excitement in the form of a slot
that allows all eligible players to enter into community bonus
rounds together, where for the first time, players can play
together and win together.
Top Gun is the first game in WMS' new “Reel Adventure”
WAP series. This new series features a state-of-the-art 3-D
platform, and introduces the Bose® 3SPACE™ audio
system that provides dynamic outcomes in stunning 3-D,
where players will feel like they're part of the action.
“At this year's G2E show, WMS is displaying revolutionary products that clearly show our focus in
providing players with new and exciting gaming
experiences. Monopoly Big Event, Top Gun, and
Super Money Grab are truly unique innovations
and are sure to provide slot floors with an edge
in gaming entertainment.”
Rob Bone
VP of Marketing, WMS Gaming

Super Money Grab provides a first-of-its-kind
holographic feel to 5-reel mechanical slots. Layering an
LCD screen over the mechanical reels, Transmissive
Reel Technology brings multi-dimensional video bonus
rounds to the mechanical player. Releasing under the crowd
favorite Monopoly brand, it's a new dimension of excitement in slots.
WMS has reached a milestone in their history, and
continues to bring an edge to the gaming experience. ¨

